












BUS BUFFERS AND ADDRESS DECODER

The majority of the bus interface circuitry is on page 2 of the detailed
schematic drawings. Some of the 16 address lines are buffered by AND gates with
the unused input tied high~while those that must be available in true and comple-
ment form for the address decoder are run through two series inverters. All of
these gates are low power Schottky to minimize bus loading whithout delaying the
signals appreciably. U19, U20, and U21 are non-inverting tri-state buffers which
are interconnected to form a bidirectional transceiver for the data bus. Both

directions are disabled except during phase two of cycles that actually address
something on the board. Again the LS version of these buffers is used to minimize

bus loading and noise. The drive capability is fairly low which keeps switching
noise down.

The mass of logic at the upper right of the diagram is the address decoder.
U9-8 and U9-6 are the auxiliary and main PROM block detects respectively. Since
either block of addresses is 8K and must be on an 8K boundary, only AI3 - Al5
needs to be considered. Jumpers in the Ul5 and Ul2 area select the desired combi-
nation-of true and complement Al3 - Al5 lines for the desired address block. If

TMS-2716 PROMS are being used in the main array and it is desired to increase the
block size to 16K, then the AI3 jumper should be omitted and U9-3 should be
jumpered to U9-5.

The block of 16 addresses used by the I/O circuitry is detected in two stages.

The first stage is the detection of the I/O ~ aadress. It is assumed that the
user desires to have I/O registers throughout the system (excluding those that are

part of the processor board) all reside in the same memory page which is tucked

away in a corner away from mainstream memory. U8 is used to detect this I/O page.

The connections to A9 - All are fixed as E or F (hexadecimal) but jumpers select
the connections to A8 and Al2 - A15. Thus the I/O page may be set to XE or XF
where X is any hexadecimal digit. In KIM-I systems X must be F if the VECTOR
FETCH signal is to be used. In other systems X can be anything but the user must
be careful to avoid interference with addresses on the processor board or othe~
expansion boards or other portions of the K-IOI2 board. U7 implements the second
stage of I/O address recognition. When enabled by U8 through inverter U5-3, it
looks at A4 - A7 which can be jumpered in any combination of true and complement.

The DECODE ENABLE signal for the KIM-I simply looks for AI3 - AI5 to be 000.
When this combin3tion is detected, the DECODE ENABLE line is driven low which then

activates memory circuitry on-board the KIM-I. By convention VECTOR FETCH must be

pulled low when one of the vector locations (FFFA-FFFF) is accessed by the proces-

sor. To simplify decoding circuitry, MTU boards broaden the range to include all

addresses between FFOO to FFFF, i.e., page FF. Open-collector gate U2-3 in con-

junction with .the I/O page decoder detects page FF and pulls VECTOR FETCH down as
required. For this to work properly, the I/O page must be set to FE or FF. If

the KIM-I user desires the I/O page elsewhere, U2-3 must be disconnected from the
bus and the system must have either another MTU board installed or the user must

provide for the VECTOR FETCH function. (Note: reset vectoring directly into PROM
may be achieved in KIM systems by disconnecting the VECTOR FETCH signal from the
processor and having PROM in the EOOO- FFFF 8K block)

Further address decoding for the PROM's is "accomplished on page 1 by decoders

UI and U3. Each decoder is activated by its respective PROM ARRAY ENABLE and

looks at AIO - AI2 to produce 8 mutually exclusive outputs which in turn enable
particular PROM's. J6 and J7, which switches the decoder A input between AIO and

AI3, is used to convert between 2708 and TMS2716 PROM's. U4 is a jumper socket

for the auxiliary PROM array. For every prom installed in this array, a jumper

must be inserted to connect the PROM's chip enable to a decoder output.
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